
Business context
In today's interconnected digital supply chain landscape, 
flawless execution is non-negotiable. Every integration, every 
update, every interaction counts towards crafting a seamless 
user experience. 

At Blue Yonder, we understand the critical role of testing in 
keeping your systems robust and reliable. That's why we’ve 
created Blue Yonder Testing as a Service.

Elevate and automate your testing 
lue onder esting as a ervice is a proactive automated 

regression testing add-on that eeps your applications running 
at pea  uality with fre uent and early testing.

ecause they can run unattended, anytime and as many times 
as needed, automated tests eep things running smoothly and 
accelerate your ability to upgrade to new releases. 

ith lue onder esting as a ervice, you ll  
educe incident occurrence
etect defects early

 a e system upgrade with confidence
 educe testing labor and cost
Improve time to value of software releases

ave time and money by running test 
cases at regular intervals to ensure 
optimal solution performance.  

epeat orchestrated and concurrent 
testing across multiple platforms to 
validate application configuration and 
system compatibility.  

est the user experience from the 
customer s point of view to ensure 
system stability and  adherence. 

arness rapid regression testing to 
shorten the overall testing cycle, speed 
deployment of software releases and 
accelerate time to value.  

Blue Yonder as a Testing Service
Optimizing performance with proactive automated regression testing 

eimagining the testing cycle
everage every hour of every day during the test 

cycle. utomated testing lets you ta e advantage of 
all  hours, creating three times the testing capacity 
of manual testing.



Benefits 
Blue Yonder’s Testing as a Service provides hands-on testing 
optimization, early defect detection, scalability, cost savings, 
exceptional quality and accelerated implementation. And the 
smartest benefit of all—the confidence that your entire Blue 
Yonder product suite is performing at its best.

Early defect detection
• Reduce incidences and detect anomalies before
they hit you.

• Identify and implement efficiencies early on.

• Plan and execute go-live/upgrades on time

Lower costs
• Reduce costly overhead by automating testing.

• Save time and money by testing during off hours.

• Adopt new releases more cost effectively.

Highest quality 
• Improve quality by eliminating human error.

• Achieve precise, consistent results on multiple sites.

• Harness datasets created with the same rigor as the base
products.

Repeatable, extensible test cases
• Draw on prebuilt test library that covers high-risk,
business-critical scenarios.

• Customize and expand test cases with ease.

• Achieve consistent results with every cycle.
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Boost software performance 
and shorten time to value 
with Blue Yonder Testing as 
a Service. 
To reimagine your testing cycle, ask your 
Service Representative or visit blueyonder.com.
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